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IN PURSUIT OF MEANING

I would like to begin this morning with a story; a story about a
sculptor. This sculptor was working very hard with his hammer and
chisel one day on a large block of marble. A little girl who was
watching him saw nothing more than large and small pieces of stone
falling away to the left and right. She had no idea what was
happening. But when the girl returned to the studio a few weeks
later, she saw to her great surprise and delight a large, powerful
lion sitting in the place where the marble had stood. With great
excitement, the girl ran to the sculptor and said, "Sir, tell me, how
did you know there was a lion in the marble?"

The story of the girl and the sculptor is an important one
because it illustrates so wonderfully the art of having a vision. The
sculptor was able to chisel a large, powerful beast out of a block of
marble because he had envisioned the lion in the marble long before he
picked up his hammer and chisel. For the art of sculpture is, first
of all, the art of seeing—of having a vision of what will be created
before the chips begin to fly.

In one block of marble, Michelangelo envisioned a loving mother
caring for her dead son; in another he saw a self-confident David
ready to hurl his stone at the approaching Goliath; and in a third, he
saw an irate Moses at the point of rising in anger from his seat.

Visual art is, indeed, the art of having a vision and the
discipline to make visible what has been seen. The skillful artist is
a liberator who frees from bondage the figures that have been hidden
for millions of years inside the marble, revealing their true
identity.

Like the sculptor in the story, one has to have vision before
life can take on meaning. Unfortunately, I think many of us all too
often dive head first into things without first having a clear vision
of what we're getting into. In our work-a-day world, our vision for
the wider purposes of life are often confused, contradictory, or just
plain missing. What with the demands of business responsibilities,
family responsibilities, housework, social and civic affairs and the
101 other things that occupy our days from sun-up to sun-down, it is
no wonder that we can lose our sense of vision—our sense of what God
calls us to be about.

I find a strong connection between living a rich, meaningful life
and doing what God requires. I believe God wants us to live a rich,
meaningful life free from the idolatry of petty self-interest and
self-centeredness. And I would like to hold up for our examination
this morning's scripture passages as verses that give a very poignant
vision of the tasks to which God calls us.

In the Old Testament, the vision I am speaking about has been
beautifully captured by the prophet, Micah. While Micah is one of the
less well-known prophets, he was able to sum up the essence of Jewish
prophetic teaching in one sentence. He wrote, "What does the Lord
require of you, but to do justice, and to love kindness and to walk
humbly with your God." (Micah 6:8) These words were not some








